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 --Security Top Reason for Using Open Source Software 

(September 28, 2007)

According to a survey of companies in India, Australia, China and Korea,
security is the number one reason for using open source software.
Budget concerns and availability of management tools and utilities rank
second and third, respectively.  More small and medium sized businesses
than large businesses are using open source software; companies in China
and India are more likely to use open source software than are companies
in Australia and Korea.  The results of the study also indicate that
companies use open source software because it can "fulfill their
requirements for specific functionalities."

http://www.zdnetasia.com/news/software/printfriendly.htm?AT=62032771-39000001c

[Editor's Note (Boeckman): A report was released by MITRE back in 2003
on the use of Free and Open Source Software within the DoD and security
was also cited as one of the reasons it is being adopted.]

http://www.valadd.com/
http://www.zdnetasia.com/news/software/printfriendly.htm?AT=62032771-39000001c
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Did you know....?
...you can write web applications in RPG

(CGIDEV2 and Renaissance are free tools for 
this, plus there's a plethora of commercial ones.)

...you can use stored procedures to call RPG 
routines via SQL, making them accessible to 
any programming language

(PHP, Java, .NET, VB, even Microsoft Office 
and Open Office)  
...the stored procedure interface even lets you call them from 
different computers over the network... 

http://www.valadd.com/
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Did you know....?
...that you can also use a User Defined Table 
Function to do the same thing as a stored 
procedure, which makes it possible to call 
from embedded SQL in ILE languages
(where stored procedure result sets don't work)

   ...that an RPG program can use Windows 
Networking to open and read/write files 
over a network directly.

(without any need to transfer the file first.)   

http://www.valadd.com/
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Did you know....?
...that RPG (via it's ability to call Java 
methods) can access any sort of database...  
Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, Access, some 
folks are even doing things like Sybase, 
Foxpro and dBase. (JDBCR4)

http://www.valadd.com/
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Did you know....?
...that RPG can be a player in web services.  
(Scott's HTTPAPI is one way, Thomas 
Raddatz's WSDL2RPG is a new [and very 
cool] way to do it in pure RPG -- plus 
WDSC wizards can generate Java wrappers 
to make it work via WebSphere)

http://www.valadd.com/
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Did you know....?
...instead of writing reports the old 
fashioned way as O-specs designed for a 
line printer, you can now do things like:  
Externally defined print files with fonts, 
barcodes, etc. Or even take that further and 
deliver reports as HTML, PDF or as an 
Excel spreadsheet. 

http://www.valadd.com/
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Did you know....?
...you can run programs written for AIX 
without even having to recompile them.
...thanks to the Linux and BSD 
communities, there are lots and lots of open 
source tools that run on Unix systems, 
including AIX -- and the system's support 
for AIX lets you run many of them on i.

http://www.valadd.com/
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Did you know....?
...that with the help of QShell, you can even pipe the 
output from many of these Unix tools so that it'll 
become input to an RPG (or other ILE language, or 
Java, or PHP, etc) program -- and the system handles 
the ASCII/EBCDIC translation for you.

...that QShell's "find" utility lets you search sections of 
your IFS for files that match a particular criteria, and 
that it can write the results to a file, or even call a 
program (including RPG, CL, etc programs) for each 
file that matches the criteria?

http://www.valadd.com/
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The case for the Open Source model.
Requirements
License Types
Languages and platforms
Open Source Resources

Review of Applications by Functional Areas

RPG Open Source sites
Other useful open source sites

My “Top 10” Open Source Tools and Applications 
List
Installation “How to's” and examples.

Agenda / Table of Contents

http://www.valadd.com/
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Pete - BEFORE being 
introduced to Open Source

http://www.valadd.com/
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The case for Open Source
Advantages

Ownership
Cost
Quality

Business Incentives
TCO lower (hotly debated)

Community Aspect
Good for System i (I think)

http://www.valadd.com/
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Advantages of the Open 
Source Model

You “own” the source – modify it as you 
want.  Never obsolete.
Cost is usually – free!
Quality is higher 

http://www.dwheeler.com/oss_fs_why.html 
Other Advocacy Links:

http://eu.conecta.it/paper/Contents.html
http://www.opensource.org/advocacy/jobs.php

http://www.valadd.com/
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Business “case” for Open Source model
Almost every major business has an “open 
source” project or initiative

Even Microsoft has “Shared Source” initiative.
TCO open to debate
Quality open to debate
Bottom Line – Companies DO make money 
doing this, including ours.
Venture capitalists have invested in Open 
Source ($400 million in 2004/2005)

http://www.businessweek.com/technology/content/oct2005/tc2005103_0519_tc_218.htm

http://www.valadd.com/
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Community Aspect of Open Source Software

Plenty of online resources
Plenty of folks willing to help
Endless projects in various states of 
completion (or abandonment)
A place to “shine” if your Open Source 
project takes off (ego – which, fortunately, 
few programmers have.....)

http://www.valadd.com/
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Other considerations:
Positive economic impact

ec.europa.eu/enterprise/ict/policy/doc/2006-11-20-flossimpact.pdf

http://perens.com/Articles/Economic.html

Plenty of resource available
Proprietary packaged software firms account for well below 10% of 
employment of software developers in the U.S., and “IT user” firms 
account for over 70% of software developers employed with a similar 
salary (and thus skill) level.

Top Ten Legal issues facing FOSS
http://lawandlifesiliconvalley.blogspot.com/2007/12/2007-top-ten-free-
and-open-source-legal.html

http://www.valadd.com/
http://perens.com/Articles/Economic.html
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Requirements
i
PASE  LICPGM 5722SS1 option 33      
OS/400 - Portable App Solutions 
Environment
Java 5 (for those who want to use Java)

Latest “everything”: CUMe's, Groups, PTF's

Fearless, adventuresome spirit.  Willingness to learn.

Time (basically, no life outside of technology....)

http://www.valadd.com/
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 Most Popular License Types
GPL (GNU General Public License v2 and v3)

License that restrict how source and derivative works 
can be distributed

Example – Linux

BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution)
License that doesn't restrict how source and derivative 
works can be distributed
Example - Mac OS X

http://www.valadd.com/
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License Type

Public Domain No Yes Yes No No
BSD/MIT Yes Yes Yes No No
ASL v2 Yes Yes Yes No Yes
GPL v2 Yes No No Yes No
LGPL Yes Yes Yes Yes No
MPL/CDDL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
CPL/EDL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Protected by 
Copyright ?

Can be resold 
commercially?

Can be used in 
closed source 
project

Modifications 
must be 
released?

Explicit patent 
license provided?

License Type Summary

Public Domain – Not a license.  More of a declaration of no rights.
BSD/MIT – Basically no restrictions on how the SW is used
ASL v2 – Like BSD with some additional patent and termination clauses
GPL v2 – No charge but bound to license terms for derivative works
LGPL- Can charge and use commercially
MPL/CDDL – Mozilla, Firefox and others use it.  Patent clauses.
CPL/EDL – Derived from IBM Public License

Source - http://blogs.zdnet.com/Burnette/?p=131

http://www.valadd.com/
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Open Source Resources
sourceforge.net

Billions and billions of projects (well, 171,712 as of 
yesterday…)

freshmeat.net
IBM Developerworks 

http://www-130.ibm.com/developerworks/

IBM Alphaworks
http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/

Many, many 
others...opensource4systemi.com

http://www.valadd.com/
http://www-130.ibm.com/developerworks/
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Open Source top ten supported OS types
(reviewing data from Sourceforge)

Windows95/98 7.13
6.74

All 32bit Windows 22.01
All BSD Platforms 3.49

31.77
Classic 8-bit (Apple,Atari,Commodore) 0.01
OS independent (Written in Interpretive Language) 27.05
OS Portable (Source code to work with many OS Platforms) 1.61
Project IS and OS 0.07
Project IS and OS kernel 0.08
Project is OS Distribution Specific 0.04

WindowNT/2K/XP

All Posix (Linux/BSD/Unix-like

http://www.valadd.com/
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Open Source Top Six supported license types
(reviewing data from Sourceforge)

GNU General Public License 74.61
GNU Library or Lesser General Public License (LGPL) 12.29
BSD License 7.84
Artistic License 2.04
Apache Software License 1.58
Apache License 2.0 0.79
Common Public License 0.84

http://www.valadd.com/
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Open Source projects by language types 
(reviewing data from Sourceforge)

Assembly 1.91
C 18.57
C# 3.19
C++ 19.43
Delphi 2.25
Java 19.12
JavaScript 3.07
Perl 7.28
PHP 13.96
PL/SQL 1.35

http://www.valadd.com/
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Useful Open Source Tools
(Application Development)

IDE's

Eclipse (http://www.eclipse.org/)

Netbeans (http://www.netbeans.org/)

DB Management

F.R.O.G for IBM i5 (Freeware - seems to be using iNav)

(http://www.innovativesys.net/index.php?
pagename=frog&content=frog)

SQuirreL for SQL 

(http://squirrel-sql.sourceforge.net/)
Quantum DB (Freeware Plugin for Eclipse)

(http://quantum.sourceforge.net/)

http://www.valadd.com/
http://www.netbeans.org/
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Frameworks/languages

CGIDEV2 (AKA Easy400) [RPG]

(http://www.easy400.net/easy400p/main.html) 
PHP

(http://www.zend.com/en/partners/strategic/i5os)
Java

JSP/JSF 
(http://java.sun.com/javaee/javaserverfaces/)
(http://java.sun.com/products/jsp/)

Struts
(http://struts.apache.org/)

Useful Open Source Tools
(Application Development)

http://www.valadd.com/
http://www.easy400.net/easy400p/main.html
http://www.zend.com/en/partners/strategic/i5os
http://java.sun.com/javaee/javaserverfaces/
http://java.sun.com/products/jsp/
http://struts.apache.org/
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Freemarker

(http://www.freemarker.org/)

Ruby on Rails (new)

(http://www.rubyoni.com)

Useful Open Source Tools
(Application Development)

http://www.valadd.com/
http://www.freemarker.org/
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Useful Open Source System 
Management Tools

Network (great list here: 
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/nmtf/nmtf-tools.html)

Nagios 

(http://www.nagios.org/) 
Zenoss (Python, VMWare appliance) 

(http://www.zenoss.com/) 
Application

Software Testing Automation Framework (STAF) 

(http://staf.sourceforge.net/index.php)
jManage - Open Source Application Management Platform 

(http://www.jmanage.org/) 

http://www.valadd.com/
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/nmtf/nmtf-tools.html
http://www.nagios.org/
http://www.zenoss.com/
http://staf.sourceforge.net/index.php
http://www.jmanage.org/
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Useful Open Source Business 
Applications

Office Suites

Open Office (http://www.openoffice.org/)

Libre Office (https://www.libreoffice.org/)

NeoOffice (http://www.neooffice.org/neojava/en/index.php)

Customer Relationship Management

SugarCRM (LAMP/WAMP )

(http://www.sugarcrm.com/crm/)
vTiger CRM (LAMP/WAMP )

(http://www.vtiger.com/)
opencrx (Java/Web)

(http://www.opencrx.org/) 

http://www.valadd.com/
http://www.openoffice.org/
http://www.neooffice.org/neojava/en/index.php
http://www.sugarcrm.com/crm/
http://www.vtiger.com/
http://www.opencrx.org/
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Useful Open Source Business 
Applications

Enterprise Resource Management

Compiere (Java/Oracle)

(http://www.compiere.com/) 
OpenBravo (Java/XML)

(http://www.openbravo.com)

http://www.valadd.com/
http://www.compiere.com/
http://www.openbravo.com/
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RPG Open Source 
Resources

ScottKlement.com (Scott Klement's web site)
http://www.scottklement.com/oss.html

Aaron Bartell’s www.mowyourlawn.com
RPG Wrapper for JavaMail API
XML Parser

Booth Martin's web site 
http://www.martinvt.com/Code_Samples/code_samples.html

Great Code samples and examples

Netshare400.com (Code samples and programs)
Open Source and code examples links 

http://www.think400.dk/downloads.htm/
http://www.freeas400software.com/ (not necessarily Open Source)

http://www.valadd.com/
http://www.scottklement.com/oss.html
http://www.mowyourlawn.com/
http://www.martinvt.com/Code_Samples/code_samples.html
http://www.freeas400software.com/
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RPG Open Source sites
Geert Van Landeghem's tutorial on generating Excel files:

www.jasservices.com/articles/as400/001_genexcel.htm
Bob Cancilla's IGNITe/400 Article on Javamail from RPG
www.ignite400.org/news/news2002070401.htm

David Morris' – Sending E-Mail from RPG

www.itjungle.com/fhg/fhg051204-story04.html
www.itjungle.com/fhg/fhg102704-story01.html

http://www.valadd.com/
http://www.jasservices.com/articles/as400/001_genexcel.htm
http://www.ignite400.org/news/news2002070401.htm
http://www.itjungle.com/fhg/fhg051204-story04.html
http://www.itjungle.com/fhg/fhg102704-story01.html
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RPG Open Source Resources 
(Company Sponsored)

IBM
http://www-130.ibm.com/developerworks/opensource/

Bob Cozzi
www.rpgiv.com (Code examples)

SoftLanding  www.softlanding.com/
TurnOver / Subversion (Open source port)

Easy400.net (CGI/Web Development)
Iseries Toolkit 

http://iseries-toolkit.sourceforge.net/ 
http://www.iseries-toolkit.org/

Google, DogPile and other search engines are helpful.

http://www.valadd.com/
http://www.rpgiv.com/
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I want RPG!!!

Develop skills in 
calling Java from RPG
Other integration skills 
especially C calls.

http://www.valadd.com/
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Pete's “Top 10” Open Source Tools and Applications

Eclipse
PHP – Web scripting and design tool.
Ruby/Rails – Web framework
Apache Web server
Linux on Power
tn5250j – 5250 emulation (java)
Tomcat – Servlet container (web 
applications)

http://www.valadd.com/
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Pete's “Top 10” Open Source Tools and Applications (cont.)

Freemarker – Templating tool (java)
Jasper Reports – Report engine

iReport Graphical report design tool for Jasper 
Java Toolbox for iSeries(JT400, JT/Open)
EASY400 – Web CGI toolkit/API
WRKODBCJOB – A single utility program for 
displaying info on ODBC/JDBC jobs in i5/OS

http://www.valadd.com/
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Honorable Mentions
PASE programs like VNC.  

If it is written for AIX and is open source you 
can probably get it running on the i in PASE

mySQL – Open Source database (now with db/2 for i 
storage engine!)
WASCE – Websphere Application Server – Community 
Edition (J2EE container and much more)
Squirrel – SQL Editing tool
PowerRuby (includes Node.js !!!)
Ruby on Rails – Simple web framework

http://www.valadd.com/
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Eclipse
IDE for ALL developers

Relatively easy to use (Eclipse-Step by Step by 
Joe Pluta is a good reference)
Pretty big footprint 
Uses a “pluggable” architecture.

Rational Developer for i (RDi,RDP, RDG, 
whatever....

 Nice RPG/IBM i extensions
If you have a development tools license, you 
probably have RDi.

http://www.valadd.com/
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Eclipse

http://www.valadd.com/
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RDi
(based on Eclipse)

http://www.valadd.com/
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Apache on i
Easy to install – It's already there! (or should 
be: go licpgm check for 5722DG1 -  IBM 
HTTP Server
On V5R3M0 (who is still running that?) and 
above it is the ONLY HTTP server installed.
On V5R2M0 you could have both the 
Original Server AND Apache

http://www.valadd.com/
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Apache on i - Example

Not running?:
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*HTTP) HTTPSVR(*ADMIN) 
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*HTTP) HTTPSVR(APACHEDFT) 

Welcome page should look like this:

http://www.valadd.com/
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Apache on i – Example 
(cont)

You can modify the welcome page (index.html) found 
in \www\apachedft\htdocs perhaps to this:

http://www.valadd.com/
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tn5250j
Java 5250 emulation

Cross platform (Mac/Linux/Windows)
File transfer
Spoolfile transfer and conversion
Open Source (free!)
http://tn5250j.sourceforge.net/index.html

http://www.valadd.com/
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tn5250j - Example
What can I say? It's 5250 at it's best!

http://www.valadd.com/
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Tomcat
Tomcat is an Open Source “servlet 
container” (think of it as a server service 
that runs Java web applications )
WebSphere application server is also a 
servlet container. It is an enhanced 
implementation with some IBM specific 
features.
http://jakarta.apache.org/tomcat/index.html

http://www.valadd.com/
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Tomcat - Installation
Manual Installation Instructions:

Unzip it and set the port

Downloads 
http://tomcat.apache.org/download-70.cgi

It is about as difficult as unzipping the Tomcat 
download
If you can unzip a file you can install Tomcat

http://www.valadd.com/
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Tomcat - Example
Build a simple example servlet and run it 

http://www.valadd.com/
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Tomcat Example (cont)

http://www.valadd.com/
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Freemarker
What is FreeMarker?
FreeMarker is a "template engine"; a generic tool to 
generate text output (anything from HTML to 
autogenerated source code) based on templates. It's a Java 
package, a library for Java programmers. It's not an 
application for end-users in itself, but something that 
programmers can embed into their products. 
In some respects Freemarker is much like writing a 
simple 5250 app using SDA and RPG. 

http://www.valadd.com/
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Freemarker (cont)

Read in the template
Read in the data
Write to the HTTP server

http://www.valadd.com/
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Freemarker - Example
Template looks like this:

http://www.valadd.com/
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Freemarker Example (cont)
Java source looks like this

http://www.valadd.com/
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Freemarker Example - Result

http://www.valadd.com/
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Jasper Reports
Jasper Reports is a powerful open source 
Java reporting tool that has the ability to 
deliver rich content onto the screen, to the 
printer or into PDF, HTML, XLS, CSV and 
XML files.
iReport is an open source visual report 
builder/designer for Jasper Reports 

http://www.valadd.com/
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iReport Example
A view of the completed design, just compile to create a 
.jasper file (compiled).

http://www.valadd.com/
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Jasper Reports – Example (part 1)
Sample Code to run Jasper Report (.jasper file)

http://www.valadd.com/
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Jasper Reports – Example (part 2)

Sample Code to run Jasper Report (.jasper file)

http://www.valadd.com/
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Jasper Reports – Example (part 3)

Sample Code to run Jasper Report (.jasper file)

http://www.valadd.com/
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Jasper Reports – Sample 
Prompt screen

http://www.valadd.com/
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Jasper Reports – Sample (cont)

Report Output

http://www.valadd.com/
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Jasper Reports – PDF Sample

http://www.valadd.com/
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Jasper Reports – Using RPG
Use the RPG Report Generator I wrote 
found here:

http://www.petesworkshop.com/downloads/rre.zip

http://www.valadd.com/
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PHP on the i

PHP  is a widely-used general-purpose scripting 
language that is especially suited for Web development 
and can be embedded into HTML.
PHP runs in the PASE environment on the i.
Runs with Apache
Zend has teamed with IBM and released a more 
“native” version.  Find it here:

http://www.zend.com/en/solutions/modernize-ibm-i/ibm-i-php-get-
started

http://www.valadd.com/
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PHP on i - Example
PHP source:

http://www.valadd.com/
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PHP on i - Output

http://www.valadd.com/
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MySQL on i
MySQL, like PHP, runs on the iSeries.
Admin tools, like PHPMyAdmin can be 
used to administer mySQL on the iSeries

http://www.valadd.com/
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MySQL on the i - installation
Pre-V5R3M0 -Like PHP, not for the feint of 
heart
Great instructions at i5php.net
Binaries are already available at i5php.net or 
you can compile your own

Zend installer now loads MySQL as well

http://www.valadd.com/
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MySQL on i - Example
Let's run the prior Jasper Reports servlet but 
connect to the mySQL instance on the 
iSeries
The report will access the i5Commerce 
product catalog.

http://www.valadd.com/
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MySQL on i - Output

http://www.valadd.com/
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JT400
Fairly comprehensive set of utilities for 
accessing i commands, api's and data
FREE!

http://www.valadd.com/
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JT400 Example
Without the catch blocks
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JT400 Example (cont.)
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JT400 Output
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EASY400
“One stop shopping” for all things CGI on 
the i.
Open Source RPG CGI programs for the 
Web.
“EASY” to develop HTML based 
applications using RPG.
There are other RPG CGI tools available. 
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EASY400 - Example
EASY to install and then:
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EASY400 - Summary
Easy to install
Use of RPG and HTML helps you to 
transition to more web based development.
Lots of installations of EASY400. 
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WRKODBCJOB
It simply works.  Great for diagnosing 
ODBC/JDBC connection issues.
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Thank you!
Happy programming in the Open Source 
world!

http://www.valadd.com/
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